The Plebański-Demiański solution is a very general axially symmetric analytical solution of the Einstein field equations generalizing the Kerr solution. This solution depends on seven parameters which under certain circumstances are related to mass, rotation, cosmological constant, NUT parameter, electric and magnetic charges, and acceleration. In this paper we present a general description of matter wave interferometry in the general Plebański-Demiański black hole space-time. Particular emphasis is placed on a gauge invariant description of the symmetries of the gauge field. We show that it is possible to have access to all parameters separately except the acceleration. For neutral particles there is only access to a combination of electric and magnetic charge.
Introduction
A given space-time can be explored by dynamical systems like massive point particles and light rays and, indeed, most of the interpretation of the properties of a given space-time or a particular solution of Einstein's field equation is based on that [1] . A further system which may be used is quantum matter. With quantum matter not only the trajectory of the particle is subject to observation but the amplitude and the phase of the quantum systems evolving in the given space-time. In its quasiclassical limit the phase is proportional to the proper time along the classical trajectory and, thus, contains all the information about the space-time metric. This phase can be accessed through interferometry. Since the phase is very sensitive to external fields like the gravitational field, interferometry is a very precise tool to explore the properties of space-times.
The first interference experiment sensitive to the gravitational field has been carried through with neutrons in 1975 by Colella, Overhauser and Werner [2] . They used a macroscopic interferometer: after coherent splitting neutrons moved along different paths with a height difference of several cm. With neutron interferometry also the rotation of the Earth has been observed [3] . This is a matter wave analogue of the famous Sagnac effect. Both effects have also been observed with much higher accuracy using atomic beam interferometry [4, 5] .
In all these cases it is sufficient to calculate the phase shift on a non-relativistic level, that is, by using the Schrödinger equation. However, as the accuracy of these devices increases and also interferometry with ultracold atoms with much higher accuracy in space 1 2 fields explore the same properties but are more complicated to describe. Due to their spin-curvature coupling spin-1 2 fields are more important for the local exploration of the space-time curvature [20] . However, since in ordinary situations within the Solar system the space-time curvature and, thus, the spin-curvature coupling is very small, these inner degrees of freedom effectively do not contribute to the observed phase shift. Therefore, for standard situations interferometry with scalar fields is by far sufficient. In more general geometries spin- 1 2 fields play a distinctive role in the search for non-metrical fields like torsion [6] . This is not considered here.
In this article we describe the interference of a scalar field in a Mach-Zehnder type interferometer. The outline of the paper is as follows: First we solve the Klein-Gordon equation in a general Riemannian space-time within a quasiclassical approximation. Then we present the mathematical description of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer which has been realized by neutron as well as atomic interferometry. In relativistic terms such a Mach-Zehnder interferometer forms a worldtube, see Fig. 1 . The combination of the propagating wave and the interferometer geometry results in the observable phase shift. This phase shift is then specialized to a Plebański-Demiański space-time which depends on seven parameters. We discuss how the various parameters of the metric contribute to the calculated phase shift. This represents a generalization of the description of interferometery of neutral particles in this class of space-times [21] . In our approach we put particular emphasis on a gauge invariant formalism for the description of space-time symmetries of the electromagnetic field. This formalism naturally leads to, e.g., gravitationally modified gauge invariant electrostatic and magnetostatic potentials. These U (1) gauge invariant potentials in turn define a restricted gauge freedom which is uniquely related to the choice of a scale and a zero of the energy. This describes the fact that experimentally only ratios of differences of energies can be measured.
Dynamics of the matter field
We take as quantum system a scalar field with electric and magnetic charge. This scalar field is assumed to obey the Klein-Gordon equation minimally coupled to the electromag- netic field and to gravitation
Here g µν is the non-singular space-time metric with signature +2 and g µν its inverse defined by g µρ g ρν = δ µ ν . We also set = c = 1; greek indices run from 0 to 3. The covariant derivative D µ is defined by
is the Christoffel symbol and e p and g p are the electric and magnetic charges of the field T µ . The Maxwell potential A µ gives the Maxwell field strength F µν = ∂ µ A ν −∂ ν A µ . In vacuum ∂ µ F µν = 0 and ∂ µF µν = 0 whereF µν := i 2 √ −g ǫ µνρσ F ρσ is the dual field strength and ǫ µνρσ the Levi-Civita symbol.
The dual potentialǍ µ is related to the dual field strength, see e.g. [22] . Note thatǍ anď F are purely imaginary.
The solution of the Klein-Gordon equation we are looking for can be obtained through the ansatz ψ(x) = a(x)e iS(x) where S is assumed to be real valued and a to be invariant under gauge transformations. We insert this ansatz into the field equation and obtain
With P µ = ∂ µ S and p µ = P µ − e p A µ + ig pǍµ this reads
Now we assume that the amplitude a and the kinetic momentum p µ vary very slowly compared to the variation of the phase S. That means
These are the conditions for the quasiclassical approximation. If we take = 1 then these conditions can be mimicked by the requirement that is small. We will come back to these approximation conditions. With (4) we obtain from (3) to lowest order
that is,
This is the general relativistic Hamilton-Jacobi equation for a point particle with mass m. Therefore p µ and P µ can be interpreted as kinetic and canonical momentum, respectively. From the one-form p µ we obtain the 4-velocity vector through
The integral curves of v are realized by the trajectories of the peaks of wave packets. Differentiation of (6) gives the Lorentz-force equation for a particle with electric and magnetic charge
If (6) is fulfilled then we obtain from (3)
Owing to the higher derivative the first term is smaller than the rest so that we obtain as first order approximation 0 = 2g
We replace the momentum by the velocity and obtain
where θ = D µ v µ which is interpreted as expansion of the congruence of worldlines given by the integral curves of v. This is a propagation equation for the amplitude a. This equation can be rewritten as 1 a
with the solution
where a 0 = a(x 0 ) with the initial point x 0 . The quasiclassical wave function then is given by
where the integration is along the trajectories given by the solutions of (7). Now we come back to the approximation condition (4) . The second condition implies θ ≪ m = 1/λ C , where λ C is the Compton wavelength. In other words, λ C θ ≪ 1. The expansion θ characterizes the change of the spatial distance between two neighboring trajectories: if δr denotes a spacelike vector between two neighboring trajectories then D u ln ρ = 1 3 θ where ρ 2 = g(δr, δr). As a consequence our condition reads λ C D u ln ρ ≪ 1 and means that the relative change of the distance between neighboring trajectories is very small within a time span of a Compton time. Using the Raychaudhury relation this also implies a condition on the strength of the space-time curvature and the electromagnetic field.
3 Model of the interferometer
Stationary congruences
A congruence of Killing trajectories is a set of worldlines whose tangent vector is proportional to a Killing vector field. A Killing field ξ fulfills 0 = L ξ g where L ξ is the Lie derivative with respect to ξ. This is equivalent to
If u is a normalized vector field proportional to ξ we have
where g(u, u) = −1. The exponent U is a generalized gravitational potential since its gradient gives the acceleration of the Killing trajectory, a = D u u = g(·, dU ). It is easy to show that this potential is constant along the Killing trajectories, D u U = 0. The generalized potential U combines gravitational as well as inertial forces. We also need the projector P ξ defined through
which projects a vector A onto the rest space of u. It is P ξ P ξ = P ξ and P ξ = P u . The rotation ω µν of a congruence is defined by
. In terms of the Killing field we obtain [23] 
Note that ω µν ξ ν = 0 and L ξ ω = 0. The stationarity of a congruence is equivalent to three conditions which have a direct physical interpretation: (i) the congruence is rigid, (ii) the rotation vector in the rest frame does not precess, and (iii) the acceleration in the rest frame of the congruence is co-rotating [23] .
The existence of Killing trajectories in a 4-dimensional manifold M allows to establish a 3-dimensional quotient space N with an induced positive definite metric h µν [24, 25] . This metric on N and its inverse are given by
In adapted coordinates the covariant form of the metric tensor adapts the form h ij = g ij − g 0i g 0j /g 00 [26] .
Stationarity of the electromagnetic field
In addition to the stationarity of the interferometer we also require the stationarity of the electromagnetic field given by L ξ F = 0. The Lie derivative acting on differential forms employs the identity L ξ = i ξ d + di ξ , where d is the exterior derivative operator and i ξ is the interior product. With the homogeneous Maxwell equations L ξ F = 0 this implies that
Since for Killing vectors L ξ commutes with the duality operation we also have L ξF = 0. With the Maxwell equations in vacuum this yields L ξǍ = dλ for some functionλ. This means that the potentials are stationary up to a gauge transformation. From 0 = L ξ F = i ξ dF + di ξ F = di ξ F we also infer that there is a function φ so that i ξ F = −dφ. The function φ is a generalized electrostatic potential. Similarly, there is a generalized magnetostatic potentialφ so that i ξF = −dφ,
It is obvious that these two generalized potentials are constant along the Killing trajectories, L ξ φ = 0 and L ξφ = 0. It is also clear that φ andφ are unique up to a constant. From the generalized Lorentz force equation
which is interpreted as total conserved energy consisting of a gravitationally modified kinetic and rest energy p(ξ), a modified electrostatic energy e p φ and a modified magnetostatic energy ig pφ . One may define a non-gravitational potential energy E pot = e p φ − ig pφ . Then E = p(ξ) + E pot . Note that the modified electrostatic and magnetostatic potentials are manifestly gauge invariant. The function φ (the same holds for the functionφ) is a generalized electrostatic (magnetostatic) potential. Choosing an observer u collinear with the Killing field then dφ = e U E where E = i u F is the electric field seen by the observer.
The Killing vector is defined up to a constant factor. The generalized electrostatic and magnetostatic potentials are defined only up to an additive constant. These two degrees of freedom allow the transformations
where α, β,β ∈ Ê with α = 0. As a consequence, the total energy E transforms as
Therefore, the factor α rescales the energy and α e p β + g pβ selects a new zero. This is in agreement with the experimental procedure of energy measurement where always differences of energies are compared -and such ratios of energy differences are in fact invariant under the affine transformations (21).
The model of the interferometer
We assume that our interferometer is stationary and that the matter wave leaving the source is stationary, too. In more mathematical terms:
1. The stationarity of the interferometer means that the worldline of each constituent of the interferometer is a Killing trajectory. Therefore, the 4-velocity of each constituent u is proportional to a Killing vector ξ, u ∼ ξ.
2. The stationarity of the source means that the kinetic momentum of the matter wave emitted by the source is time-independent with respect to the interferometer frame, ∂ 0 p| source * = 0, where * = denotes equality at the source in that particular frame.
We now draw some consequences from these assumptions.
Consequences
The condition of the stationarity of the source is equivalent to L ξ p| source = 0. Since in a stationary space-time the covariant derivative and the Lie derivative commute, we have L ξ p = 0 everywhere. The latter also implies L ξ θ = 0. For the Lie-derivative of the canonical momentum we obtain L ξ P = −e p dλ + ig p dλ. This implies that the closed loop integral of the canonical momentum, the phase shift to be derived below, is time independent:
The momentum in the rest space of the interferometer is given by P u p. This 1-form on M satisfies (P u p)(ξ) = 0 and L ξ P u p = 0. Therefore, P u p is also a 1-form in N [25] which we denote by p. The modulus of the momentum measured in N is |p| 2 = h(p, p) [25] . It follows from the dispersion relation (6)
Since L ξ U = 0, L ξ φ = 0, and L ξφ = 0 the functions U , φ, andφ are also scalar functions on N . Note that ω µν is a 2-form on the quotient space N and, thus, will be denoted by ω.
Plebański-Demiański space-time
The initial form of the Plebański-Demiański metric in real coordinates describing the spacetime with nonzero cosmological constant of a rotating and accelerating source endowed with mass, electric, magnetic and gravitomagnetic charges can be found in [11] . We follow the coordinate transformations presented in [27, 12] and write the metric of generalized accelerating black holes in the form
with
where
This family of solutions are characterized by a mass-like parameter m, a cosmological constant Λ, a rotation-like parameter a, a NUT-like parameter q, the electric and magnetic charges e and g, an acceleration-like parameter α, and the twist parameter w. The latter can be given any convenient value provided both a and q are nonvanishing (all limits of this family of solutions including the limit of vanishing a or q and the corresponding choice of the parameter w can be found in [12] ). In order to obtain measurable components of physical quantities one has to introduce a tetrad defined by et = u and eâeb = ηâb, where ηâb = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1). Henceforth tetrad components of a quantity are denoted by symbolˆ. The components of the tetrad frame for the stationary observer are
Since all metrical coefficients do not depend on t, this metric admits a Killing vector
and the acceleration of the Killing trajectories is
Though the acceleration and the rotation of the Killing vector field can be calculated exactly, for the application to a realistic experimental situation on Earth the restriction to weak fields is sufficient and also leads to much simpler results. Therefore we assume the parameters m, Λ, a, q, α, w, e and g to be small and expand the metric coefficients to that order where these parameters appear first (e.g., first order in Λ and second order in e since there is no first order term for e). We obtain
and
(It can be seen from (44) that there are two constant terms in ar. Both terms have recently been discussed as to whether they can be a possible origin of the Pioneer anomaly [28, 29] .) The rotation of the stationary congruence ω µν in the Plebański-Demiański space-time is given by 
If we regard the acceleration as the "electric" and the rotation as the "magnetic" part of the gravitational field, then the above expressions give rise to the interpretation that m is the gravitoelectric mass and q the gravitomagnetic mass. The product am may be regarded as a gravitomagnetic moment. Introducing the electric A µ and magneticǍ µ vector potentials for the metric (24) with components
we can write the total energy of the particle in the weak field approximation in the following form
where e p and g p are electric and magnetic charges of the particle. For later use we note the measured components of the electromagnetic field
5 The phase shift
The general expression
The wave function propagates along two orbits, I and II, both starting at x 0 and ending at x, see also Fig. 2 . The wave functions at those points are
where the upper integral is along path I and the lower along path II. The attenuation factor x θds will not play any role. The reason is that this factor only describes the attenuation of the density of the worldlines given by the phase S. However, no particle will disappear since we still have current conservation. At the analyzer the total intensity will be measured which is an integral over the probability density. This adds up to unity since nothing can disappear. Therefore we can omit the consideration of the attenuating factor.
The intensity of the two interfering wave functions at one port of the analyzer is
where according to (54) and (55) the phase shift ∆Φ is given by
The second term is an Aharonov-Bohm like phase shift and the third term its magnetic analoque. The first term gives the phase shift which stems from the change of the kinetic momentum due to the particle's interaction with the gravitational and electromagnetic field.
We decompose the kinetic term p = p(u)u + P u p = p(ξ)e −U u + P u p and introduce the conserved energy (19)
Stoke's law gives
With (18) this yields
where we used the decomposition F = P u F + i u F ∧ u (here P u acts on both indices of F ). Since P u p is a 1-form and ω as well as P u F and P uF are 2-forms on the quotient space N we can write
where everything now is expressed in terms of the coordinates of N . The last term describes the Aharonov-Bohm und dual Aharonov-Bohm effects [30, 31] . We introduce the magnetic and electric fluxes Φ m = F and Φ e = i F through the interferometer area. We also use (23) and the unit 1-form n = p/|p| in the direction of the momentum. Then the phase shift takes its final form
It should be noted that this phase shift is manifestly gauge invariant and also invariant under the transformations (20) . The first two terms give a generalized Sagnac effect, the third term yields the phase shift due to the change of the potential energies over the interferometer, and the last two terms are Aharonov-Bohm like contributions. Here the Sagnac effect is modified by the gravitational potential and the non-gravitational potential energy.
Small interferometer
We now consider a small interferometer. Small interferometer means that all external fields like the gravitational potential as well as the electrostatic and magnetostatic potentials vary very slowly over the interferometer (Aharonov-Bohm like situations need a separate treatment). That means that the paths of the particles between the beam splitters, mirrors and analyzers are straight lines and the momenta of the particles are nearly constant. We also adjust the interferometer in such a way that the direction ∇U is orthogonal to a line from the beam splitter to a mirror, see Fig. 2 . Then path I is from the beam splitter → mirror 1 → analyzer and path II from the beam splitter → mirror 2 → analyzer. As far as the third integral in (62) is concerned we obtain
where h is the vector connecting the beam splitter and the 1st mirror, l is the length of the interferometer and ∇U is evaluated at the position of the beam splitter (see Fig. 2 ). The momentum of the particle at the beam splitter is p 0 = (E − E pot,0 ) 2 e −2U0 − m 2 . We can choose the gravitational potential and the potential energy at the position of the beam splitter to vanish, U 0 = 0 and E pot,0 = 0. Then
Here and in the following we take the length l connecting the beam splitter and the 2nd mirror to be horizontal in the given coordinate system, that is, the beam splitter and mirror 2 have the same r-coordinate. When a particle is not charged E pot = 0. Non-relativistically, E ≈ m and p 0 ≈ mv 0 , where v 0 is the group velocity of the matter wave at the beam splitter. Then
For vanishing E pot this is the result of [32] which has been confirmed by Colella, Overhauser, and Werner [2] using neutron interferometry. The appearance of the particle mass does not imply that the Weak Equivalence Principle is violated in interferometry or in quantum mechanics. Indeed, it has been shown by using quantum notions and measured expressions only that this phase shift can be given a natural form where the mass disappears. See [33] for a thorough discussion of this aspect. The first integral in (62) is the generalized Sagnac effect. It should be noted that it depends on the energy of the particle (frequency of the corresponding wave) only through the factor E . The integral itself is a purely geometric expression related to properties of the Killing congruence. For small interferometers we obtain
is the totally antisymmetric LeviCivita symbol) are the rotation vector and area vector in N , respectively.
Since we consider the case that the potential varies very slowly over the interferometer the potential energy can be put in front of the integral
so that for the case E pot,0 = 0 this term vanishes. (If we do not choose this condition, this term adds up with the first Sagnac term.) With these results we obtain as total phase shift
where E and B are the electric and magnetic field strength given by B i = F jk and
. This is the general result for a small interferometer. Now we have to insert the particular gravitational field given by the Plebański-Demiański metric and we also have to characterize the orientation of the interferometer. Since the baseline of the interferometer is always horizontal, there are only two degrees of freedom for the orientation of Σ. These two angles are the angle of the baseline with respect to the line θ = const, and the tilt of the interferometer. These two degrees of freedom then have to be matched to the longitudinal position of the laboratory on the surface of the Earth. Let γ be the angle of the baseline with respect to eφ and β the tilt angle. Then, in the local normalized 3-bein position of the laboratory h = h cos βer − h cos γ sin βeθ − h sin γ sin βeφ (69) Σ = Σ sin βer + Σ cos γ cos βeθ + Σ sin γ cos βeφ .
With this specification the phase shift (68) reads ∆Φ = E Σ − E p 0 cos βar − cos γ sin βaθ − sin γ sin βaφ − 1 p 0 cos β∂rE pot − cos γ sin β∂θE pot − sin γ sin β∂φE pot + sin βωθφ + cos γ cos βωφr + sin γ cos βωrθ +e p Σ(sin βBr + cos γ cos βBθ + sin γ cos βBφ) −g p Σ(sin βEr + cos γ cos βEθ + sin γ cos βEφ) ,
where ∂μ = e ν µ ∂ ν . This is the general result valid for a large class of interferometer orientations.
From the fact that we can independently vary the angles β and γ, we can extract from phase shift measurements the following combinations of terms
Here the terms in the square brackets are gravito-inertial effects while the other terms are related to the electric and magnetic charges of the particles. In both cases we have terms of similar structure: The first terms, e.g., ar and ∂rE pot are related to the change of the kinetic energy of the particle due to the interaction with the gravitational and electromagnetic field, while the other terms are Aharonov-Bohm type terms describing the coupling of the particle with the rotation flux or the magnetic and electric fluxes of the electromagnetic field. Note that each term is manifestly gauge invariant. It is obvious that charged particles have direct access to the electromagnetic field: an electrically charged particle has access to the magnetic field via the Aharonov-Bohm type terms and to the electric field via the derivative of the potential energy where in the latter the Killing vector has to be used. Both contributions can be separately identified through a variation of the momentum of the particles. The same holds, mutatis mutandis, for magnetically charged particles. For charged as well as neutral particles the contributions from the gravito-inertial field are of the same structure. In order to separate gravito-inertial and electromagnetic contributions one has to use two types of particles with different charge-to-mass ratios. Now we can use Eq. (71) to explicitly calculate the phase shift for various observers in a Plebański-Demiański space-time. We start with an observer which is naturally aligned to the coordinate system used for expressing the Plebański-Demiański metric (24) . As a second example we take an observer who rotates in the given coordinate system. This can be accomplished by using a different Killing congruence.
For neutral particles there is no separate access to e or g. Also the acceleration α appears only through the combination with the twist parameter.
The accuracy of the measurements of the acceleration is ∆ar/ar ≈ 10 −9 [4] which on Earth implies an absolute accuracy of ∆a ≈ 10 −8 m/s 2 , and for rotation there is an absolute accuracy of δω ≈ 10 −9 s −1 [5] . In the near future the height on Earth and even to satellites orbiting the Earth at, say, 10000 km height can be defined with a precision of within 1 cm using Satellite Laser Ranging SLR [35] . This gives the relative error of distance estimations ∆r/r ≈ 10 −9 . All experimental results so far are in accordance with Newtonian gravity and Galilean kinematics both encoded in the mass parameter m and the rotation ω. That implies that the mass and the rotation of the Earth can be determined with an accuracy of 10 −8 and 10 −4 , respectively. The accuracy is also good enough to detect gravitationally the presence of a mass of 100 kg located at a distance of ∼ 1 m to the interferometer.
Since all measurements are compatible with the Schwarzschild part of the Plebański-Demiański metric we can place estimates, that is, maximum values, for the various Plebański-Demiański parameters. Performing interference experiments on Earth as well as on a satellite 10000 km above the Earth surface 2 and comparing the results would give an estimate Λ ≤ 10 −32 m −2 (this is four orders of magnitude better than what one obtains from redshift experiments [29] ). If we take the NUT parameter q to be of dimension kg (which might be justified since it has the interpretation of a gravitomagnetic mass), then we obtain the estimate q ≤ 10 24 kg. From an asymptotic expansion of the metric and the requirement that the g 0i term should be of order c −3 we infer that a has the dimension m 2 /s. This leads to an estimate a ≤ 10 14 m 2 /s −1 . According to the previous settings the acceleration parameter α/w has the dimension m −1 s −1 and, thus, we obtain the estimate α/w ≤ 10 −18 m −1 s −1 .
Actively rotating observer
Until now the interferometer is assumed to be positioned at a fixed point given by the coordinates (r, θ, ϕ). In realistic situations the laboratory and, thus, the interferometer is attached to the surface of the Earth. Therefore both are co-rotating with the Earth. That introduces an additional angular velocity. This can be described as follows: Beside the time-like Killing vector ξ there is also a Killing vector related to the axial symmetry. In adapted coordinates this Killing vector is given by η µ = δ µ ϕ . The sum of two Killing vectors again is a Killing vector. Therefore, a stationary rotating laboratory on the surface of the Earth can be described by the Killing vector ξ ′ = ξ + ω ⊕ η, where ω ⊕ is the angular velocity
